SELECTED NEW JUDAICA ACQUISITIONS, JUNE/JULY 2015

- A -

ANTISEMITISM -- EUROPE -- HISTORY
JUDAICA DS145 .R67 2015. Click for full catalog record. http://library.tourolaw.edu/record=b3341649~S1

- B -

BIBLE -- PSALMS -- TEXTS
JUDAICA BS1424 .L53 2006. Click for full catalog record.

- C -

- D -

- E -

- F -

- G -

GENETICS -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS -- JEWISH
JUDAICA RB155.5 .J49 2015. Click for full catalog record.

- H -

HAGGADOT -- TEXTS
JUDAICA BM675.P4 P37 2011. Click for full catalog record.

- I -

- J -

JEWS -- CHINA -- HARBIN -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY
JUDAICA DS135.C5 B45 2009. Click for full catalog record.

JEWS -- CHINA -- SHANGHAI -- PICTORIAL WORKS
JUDAICA DS796.S243 D86 2013. Click for full catalog record.
JEWS -- IDENTITY

JUDAISM -- CUSTOMS AND PRACTICES

- K -
- L -
- M -

MEDICAL ETHICS -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS -- JUDAISM

MEDICAL LAWS AND LEGISLATION (JEWISH LAW)


- N -
- O -
- P -
- Q -
- R -
- S -

SICK (JEWISH LAW)

- T -
- U -
- V -
- W -

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 -- ATROCITIES
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 -- CLAIMS

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – CLAIMS -- CONGRESSES

- X -
- Y -
- Z -